
























2 ????????????????????? 46???? 7???? 53??????????? 10
???????????? 20??????????????????? HP???????
3 ?????????????????????????????????Benson, 2011?





















? 1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 1 ? 2 ? 3
?? 51,160 159,741 117,764 60,713 170,557 78,981
????? 1,393 2,635 1,589 742 1,977 1,189
??????????????
a???????school level? [high] [mid] [low]
b???????school? [national] [public] [private]
? 2?JEFLL Corpus?????????????
? ? ? ??
???national? 287,285?4,512? 49,310?  711? 0??0? 336,595? 5,223?
???public? 0??  0? 52,090?  865? 1,827?104? 53,917?? 969?
???private? 270,854?3,716? 7,938?  130? 0??0? 278,792? 3,846?






















































? 1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 1 ? 2 ? 3
be?? 5.6? 5.4? 5.1? 4.8? 4.3? 4.5?
???? 12.7? 13.9? 14.9? 14.2? 14.7? 14.8?

















?????????????????????????????Write your original story 








be???????? 5.0???? JEFLL???????? 1?????????????
? be?????????????????be???????????????????
??????????????????????????? be???????????
??????????????ex, We are drawing up a plan, My brother is reading some guide 




????????????? 18.0???? JEFLL??????? 3?????14.8??
??? 3.2??????????????????? I???????????????
?????????ex, draw up, come up with, come across, stay with etc.?????????
























I usually have _VV0 rice.
???????? V*I I don’t want to be _VBI fat.




We had_VHD a lot of fun.
????? V*N I was surrounded _VVN by three ladies.
JEFLL????????????????????????????CLAW C7???
?WordSmith Tools? Concordance????????????????????? 5??
???????????????????????
? 6??????????????
? 1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 1 ? 2 ? 3
??????? 69.3? 46.0? 41.3? 36.1? 42.1? 39.5?
???????? 15.0? 18.3? 20.6? 20.6? 22.3? 21.4?
??????-ing? 1.8? 3.2? 2.9? 3.7? 4.1? 4.2?
??? 13.4? 30.2? 31.7? 35.1? 25.7? 28.9?






















































































 Write your original story about weekends and holidays with your own English and try to use the 
phrase which we learned in lesson 5.
137
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